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• Conducting Techniques
• Teaching Songs
• Why Have Music
• When To Have Music
• Pointers For Leaders
• Song Accompanying
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Common Conducting Techniques
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P r e p a r a t o r y beat for
"America"
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3. The Four Beat Measure-meter signatures 414,
418, 412, C and rapid
1218. The primary accent
falls on one, but in addition there is a secondary
2
accent on three.
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Usually begins on the count
preceding the one on
which the singers begin.

A. Preparatory beat:
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4. The Six Beat Measure-618, and 614 meters in
which some of our most graceful music is written.
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The above are two of the most common releases used by conductors.

B. Releases:

D. Right hand

Use the right hand ( palm open) to maintain
tempo.
E. Left hand

Functions of the left hand in conducting are:
1. To give emphasis or accent-usually only on

down beats.
2. Indicate louder or softer places in the musicsuch as, lowering of the hand with the palms
down .signifying softer, raising of the hand with
the palms up signifying louder.

C. Conducting:

1. The Two Beat Measure-meter signatures of
218, 214, 212, 618 and c ( alla breve or cut time. )

3. Cueing singers-usually for rounds or cueing in
soloists.
F. Posture

Posture-stand erect with the right foot slightly in
front of the left foot with arms at an easy comfortable height for conducting.
2. The Three Beat Measure-meter signatures 318,
314, 312 and rapid 918.

G. Avoid Contortions

Avoid contortions which not only wear one out
but also detract from the song interpretation.
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Teaching Songs
Know the song which you are to teach.
Arouse interest in the song by calling attention to the
content.
Teach a new song by one of two methods:
a. Whole song methodSing the song artistically to the group and in the correct· tempo or have it played on the piano or phonograph while they follow the words and music (If the
song is difficult, repeat it after making a few comments about the song or its composer.)
Have the group sing the entire song.
b. Phrase methodSing the entire song as a work of art.
Sing one phrase at a time and have the group repeat
each phrase.
Sing the entire song through.
When singing without a book or song sheet, sing the song
or repeat the words for the group. ,
Sing the "catchy" or difficult phrases first.
Try speaking the words in .rhythm when learning a new
song.
Explain the meanings of unfamiliar words or references.
Illustrate the songs whenever possible by: slides, movies,
photographs, skits, etc.
A piano is helpful in teaching a melody of a song, but it
isn't essential-don't learn to depend upon it.
Help the group with the progression of notes by raising
and lowering your hand to show their position on the
scale.
Discover the fun of part singing-begin with rounds.
Try to sense the spirit or mood of the group and choose
songs accordingly. Avoid starting beneath them with
the slapstick variety of songs. You don't have to use poor
songs or parodies. Many good folk songs have an appealing, humorous quality.
Why Have Music?

Music has an important place for the aspects of:
1. Inspiration-Nothing is as effective in bringing beauty
and inspiration to a program as appropriate music.
2. Education-A comment about the composer, remarks
about the country from which the song came, conditions
under which it was written, or any other touch of human
interest.
(Films on music subjects offer excellent program material)
3. Recreation-Its greatest value comes from the sheer
pleasure of singing; certain types of songs provide more
recreation and relaxation than do others-fun and action
songs, rounds, cumulative tunes, popular songs, medleys,
descants, etc.
4. Participation-Its possibilities are almost unlimited; it
is one phase in which all can pa_rticipate. Undoubtedly,
you'll have a few who will not sing at first; they have

never tried to sing and think they can't. Enconrage
them to hum, and before the singing is over they may be
taking part in it.
The successful music program is designed primarily not to
demonstrate what people do with music, but what music
does to people.
''.Participation in the performance of music eliminates, or
minimizes, the consciousness of differences in religious creeds,
political faith; economic status, social position, or age."
When Shall We Have Music?

The decision of when the music shall be introduced into the
meeting depends upon the type of program and the interest
of the members.
1. Some enjoy having 5, 10, or 15 minutes of singing prior
to the call to order.
2. Others enjoy recorded music or piano playing for a
period before opening the meeting.
3. Some like to devote some time to music between the
business session and demonstration ( or between demonstrations if more .than one is to be given.)
4. Music at the close of a session should fit the topic or interest of the group.
Pointers for Leaders
1. Begin with a song everyone knows and enjoys singingcarefully plan your program of songs.
2. Clearly announce your songs, give the pitch or arrange
with the accompanist on introductions to be used.
3. Start with a definite beat in order to bring everyone in on
the first beat-a clean-cut release or ending of a song is
just as important.
4. Reflect the spirit of the song in your conducting and
attitude.
5. Maintain variety in mood, rhythm, and tempo in your
choice of songs but select songs which give the program
unity in thought.
6. Use parodies only occasionally.
7. When assembly singing is only a part of the program,
use only your allotted time.
8. Don't neglect any part of your audience during the leading of a song.
9. If the crowd is restless, use a round or fun song but join
with the group in song or action.
10. Sense the climax of singing interest and close with an
effective, appropriate number.
11. Know all of the songs on the program.
12. Be enthusiastic.
13. Keep your directing simple and clear-do not be a
"glorified cheerleader."
14. Know the fundamental conducting principles.
15. Dress to fit the occasion.

Song Accotnpanying
1. No accompaniment
Many times it is necessary to carry on group singing without an accompaniment-at campfires, on picnics, hikes, or
even in homes where there are no instruments. Select songs
which are more effective when sung unaccompanied such
as rounds and songs in which the singers "fake" parts.

2. Accompaniments
A. Rhythmical
This type of accompaniment can enhance and support
group singing. The clapping of hands is often used to
accompany "shoutin" spirituals and mountain tunes.
Various procedures may be followed, but the most
common practice is having the rhythmical clapping
introduced on the refrain with the foot tapping the
down-beat and the hands clapping the off-beat. Other
kinds include marching feet, banjo imitations, etc.
B. Instrumental
There are many musical instruments which can be
played with little or no training, but are capable of attractive performances by children as well as adults. Some
of these include the autoharp, ukulele, playano, chordorgans in addition to the guitar, banjo, and accordian
which require more skill but provide excellent harmonic
backgrounds. Some of the wind-blown types include
the tonettes, ocarinas, slide whistles, recorders, and
harmonicas. The piano, organ, violin, band, orchestra,
etc., provide valuable accompaniments.

3. Accompanists
A. Group singing accompanists must have the ability to:
I. Foll~w the conductor
2. Read various types of accompaniments at sight
3. Harmonize melodies and play chordal accompaniments
4. Transpose and "play by ear"
5. Play community songs by memory
B. Choral accompanists must be a pianist; musician; reader
( able to read and transpose at sight quickly, accurately,
and musically-this can best be attained by practicing
sight playing new material which can be played quite perfectly the second time through); and be able to "play second fiddle" ( subdue his own ideas and feelings to those of
the soloist or conductor).
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